In wireless sensor networks, secure data aggregation is very important for reducing the quantity of data transmitted and prolonging the lifetime of wireless sensor networks. When wireless sensor networks are deployed in untrusted and hostile environments, their nodes are often compromised, which reduces the security and reliability of the transmitted data. Compromised nodes can inject erroneous data, selectively forward data to an adversary, impersonate legal nodes to join routing paths, and disrupt data transmission during the data-aggregation operation. Previous researchers have relied on reputation system to find compromised nodes and prevent attacks during the data-aggregation operation. In this paper, we propose an improved reliable, trust-based, and energy-efficient data-aggregation protocol for wireless sensor networks. We call the protocol the iRTEDA protocol, and it combines the reputation system, residual energy, link availability, and a recovery mechanism to improve secure data aggregation and ensure that the network is secure, reliable, and energy-efficient. Simulations have shown that the iRTEDA protocol exceeds the performances of other protocols from the perspectives of the accuracy of the data, the reliability of the routing path, the consumption of energy, and the lifetime of secure data aggregation.
Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a highly distributed network composed of sensor nodes with special capabilities, and they are deployed in large-scale area to monitor the environment and collect related information [1] [2] [3] [4] . Recently, the use of WSNs has become more popular and promising in various research areas, such as environmental monitoring [4] [5] [6] [7] , military target tracking [8, 9] , natural disaster relief [10] , and health monitoring [11] . WSNs have become one of the key modern information technologies, and the technology is changing people's lives and the way people interact with the physical world.
Generally, sensor nodes are deployed so densely that the sensing scales of neighboring nodes often have serious overlaps, resulting in redundant sensing of data and unnecessary expense in correlating the same data. The amount of data received by the base station is much greater than necessary. Data-aggregation technology [12, 13] is used to process the raw data, eliminate redundant or superfluous data, and save energy by ensuring that the network works efficiently. Obviously, the security of WSNs must be taken into consideration when they are deployed in insecure and hostile environments, so secure data-aggregation gradually is becoming a key technology. There are several approaches to keep the data-aggregation process secure [14] , such as cryptography, key management, authentication mechanisms, privacypreserving technologies, and reputation-based mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge, cryptographic-based technologies generally are utilized to keep the network free from the attacks during the data-aggregation process. However, the security of data-aggregation cannot be guaranteed by pure cryptography, because cryptographic-based technologies cannot provide adequate defense against node capture attack that results in the occurrence of compromised nodes. Compromised nodes allow easy access to the cryptographic keys that are used for cryptographic-based data-aggregation, and, when such access occurs, it cannot be detected.
To overcome the shortcoming of cryptographic-based secure data-aggregation, reputation and trust systems are 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks being developed to complement existing technologies for monitoring network activities and events. Reputation and trust systems are utilized to detect, collect, process, and disseminate feedback concerning the sensors' recent behaviors and to assess their trustworthiness for specific applications. The goals of using such systems are to defend against node capture attack that results in the occurrence of compromised nodes, identified nodes that have been compromised, and exclude them from further participation in data-aggregation. The trustworthiness of sensors is evaluated based on their various activities, including data collection, data transmission, aggregator selection, and routing path selection. The reputation of each node refers to the expectation of neighboring nodes concerning a node's behavior based on their observations of its past actions. Thus, trust and reputation in a WSN often are mentioned together. Therefore, a node's expectation will affect its choices and activities. Trust of a node generally is defined as the expected value of that node's reputation.
In this paper, we propose an improved reliable, trustbased, and energy-efficient data-aggregation protocol for WSNs. We call the protocol the iRTEDA protocol, and simulations have shown that the iRTEDA protocol exceeds the performances of other protocols from the perspectives of the accuracy of the data, the reliability of the routing path, the consumption of energy, and the lifetime of secure data-aggregation. It improves Suat Ozdemir's RDAT protocol [15, 16] and provides information concerning residual energy and link availability to evaluate the trustworthiness and reliability of sensor nodes based on the observations of neighboring nodes. The iRTEDA protocol uses a reputation function that is based on a Beta distribution to assess the reputation and trustworthiness of nodes in performing their tasks. Information concerning the residual energy and link availability of the nodes was introduced to help the network reselect the aggregators and improve the robustness of the selected routing path, when the aggregators are judged as compromised nodes. In addition, a recovery mechanism is proposed in the iRTEDA protocol to keep nodes from becoming isolated, improve the structure of the clusters, and reduce the energy consumed for data transmission after the compromised nodes have been excluded.
The organization of the paper is listed in the following. Section 2 introduces previous works about trust-based systems in wireless sensor networks. Descriptions of system model, Beta reputation system, and problem statement are provided in Section 3. Section 4 proposes improved reliable, trust-based, and energy-efficient data-aggregation. Performance evaluation and analysis are described in Section 5. Section 6 is the conclusions.
Related Work
In this section, previous work is presented to introduce the development of trust-based system for WSNs. In accordance with the characteristics of WSNs, centralized trust-based systems are not feasible because there is a centralized trusted center that controls the systems in the network. As the domain grows, one centralized trusted center can reduce the scalability and expandability of the network. Thus, decentralized trust-based systems are being developed and used in WSNs. Recently, trust-based systems that are used in WSNs have been divided into five types according to their different applications, that is, generic, routing, access, location, and aggregation. In [17, 18] , Boukerche and Ren proposed a trust computation and management system (TOMS) that develops a generic trust model to evaluate all the actions of the nodes, including making credential assignments, managing the trust values of the nodes, updating the keys, and judging the actions of the nodes to decide their access rights. Similar to Boukerche et al. 's scheme, RFSN [19, 20] first combines first-hand and second-hand information to compute the reputation and trust values of the nodes and then develops a general, trust-based model. In [21] , Shaikh et al. proposed a hybrid trust management architecture for clustered WSNs, which they called GTMS. Their scheme divided the evaluation of the reputation values into three levels, that is, sensor node, cluster head, and base station. The innovation of the GTMS scheme was that it eliminated the use of one single reputation value to evaluate the actions of the nodes by dividing the evaluations of the reputation and trust values into three levels according to the architecture of the network. Michiardi et al. [22] and Srinivasan et al. [23] developed special trust-based models, referred to as CORE and DRBTS, to prevent nodes from exhibiting selfish behavior and to exclude compromised nodes just for routing and location, respectively. Compared with the models above, RDAT protocol [15, 16] introduced multiple functions to compute the reputation and trust values based on three specific aspects, that is, sensing, aggregating, and routing. The protocol combines the evaluation of these three aspects to evaluate the trustworthiness of nodes. Our proposed scheme is based on the RDAT protocol, but it has significant and beneficial advantages over that protocol because it considers energy efficiency, link availability, reselection of aggregators, and recovery mechanisms.
Preliminary

System Model.
In this paper, the hierarchal cluster architecture was used to construct WSNs composed of sensor nodes that were densely deployed in clusters. It was assumed that the operation of each cluster was relatively independent and that very few, if any, nonoverlapping areas would be sensed between the clusters. Hence, the reputation and trust of the sensor nodes are evaluated only by the nodes in their own cluster. A watchdog mechanism is used to monitor and detect the actions of target nodes, and those actions are characterized as cooperative or noncooperative; judgments are made concerning whether the action of the nodes are right or not. Thus, the reputation and trust system is responsible for maintaining the reputation and trust of a node, and this duty includes many tasks. The system updates reputation information based on new observations made by the watchdog mechanism and creates new evaluations of the trustworthiness of the nodes.
Each cluster has a cluster head called an aggregator, which is in charge of a certain number of sensor nodes International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 and has the capability of performing the data-aggregation operation. Aggregators are utilized to process received data from children nodes and transmit the aggregated results to base station. Sensor nodes, with the exception of the aggregator, sense the data, monitor the activities of other nodes, exchange observations with neighboring nodes, evaluate the trustworthiness of the nodes, and transmit data and observations to the aggregator. When the sensor nodes report their readings to the aggregators, the messages are encrypted and decrypted by pairwise keys that are generated and that are possessed only by the two communicating parties through their negotiation. In addition, the aggregators, namely, the cluster heads that are in the hierarchal cluster architecture, are not maintained for a long term and dynamically changing, because, when the system is running, adversaries can follow the aggregators more and more closely, so security problems associated with those aggregators will increase. In addition, the energy consumption of those aggregators increases rapidly and significantly when they remain unchanged for extended periods. Thus, to solve the security and energy problem, sensor nodes in the cluster must be reselected dynamically as aggregators at intervals.
Beta Reputation
System. Reputation and trust systems are used extensively in various domains for WSNs, such as gathering, sharing, and modeling information, routing, decision making, and dissemination, which help the network identify malicious and compromised nodes and eliminate their adverse effects. Sensor nodes use the watchdog mechanism to monitor the behaviors of neighboring nodes and to decide whether those behaviors are acceptable or not. Then, the information obtained about the activities of the sensor nodes is used to evaluate the trustworthiness of the nodes and to decide whether possible compromised nodes exist.
In [19, 20] , the researchers proposed that the use of a binary rating for the behaviors of sensor nodes was adequate for the data-aggregation operation, because their activities were evaluated as only good or bad. Therefore, a Bayesian formulation, called the Beta reputation system, was introduced to represent and update the trust of sensor nodes. This system can be expressed as
The parameter is the probability that binary events will occur, and ( | , ) represents the distributions determined by the parameters , , and the gamma function, Γ. The probability expectation of this distribution ( | , ) is given in [24] as
The function is based on the theory of statistics, and it scales the values in the interval with any condition, even for any peaking time. Now, we present a description of how the Beta reputation system works in WSNs. Consider that there are two nodes, and , in the network. Each node detects and monitors the action of the other node, and they use their observations to update their reputation and trust. For simplicity, it is assumed that node is the target node and that node is the detecting node. Since the Beta reputation system is used as the binary rating function for the behaviors of the sensor nodes, detecting node 's observation of the action of target node is divided into two categories, that is, correct and false. Let be the number of correct behaviors of target node , and let be the number of false behaviors. Then, the parameters , in the Beta function are set as follows:
Therefore, the variable is redefined as correct observation the target node, while ( | , ) is the probability that has a special value. The probability expectation ( ) may be expressed as the most likely value of the variable . Then, we discuss the values of the probability expectation ( ), including three possible conditions as follows:
(1) = , ( ) = + = 0.5,
(1) When = , ( ) = 0.5. The number of correct behaviors of the target node is equal to the number of false behaviors. The result shows that the probability that target node is legal is the same as the probability that it is not; that is, it has been compromised.
(2) When < , ( ) < 0.5. The number of correct behaviors of the target node is less than the number of false behaviors. This result indicates that the probability that target node has been compromised is greater than the probability that it is a legal node.
(3) When > , ( ) > 0.5. The result indicates the opposite of the condition in (2), where the condition was < .
In addition to those described above, normal sensor nodes and aggregators will store their observations of neighboring nodes in a table and exchange the table with neighboring nodes. In this way, the nodes will combine first-hand and second-hand information to evaluate reputation and trust. Then, the network can use the trust to judge whether the aggregators and normal sensor nodes are compromised.
Problem Statement.
The RDAT protocol first was proposed in [15, 16] to achieve the operation of reliable dataaggregation and transmission based on the reputation system. It combines the reputation functions of sensing, aggregating, and routing to achieve the security of data-aggregation operation. However, security issues in RDAT are focused only on reputation and trust. During data transmission, the aggregators select the routing path and forward the aggregated results to base station along that path. However, security issues can occur when the same secure routing paths are used repeatedly. Some nodes in those paths will consume excessive energy, and others will consume little energy, resulting in the disruption of the balance of energy consumption and shortening of the lifetime of the network. In addition, when aggregators or normal sensors are judged as compromised nodes by the reputation and trust system, a recovery operation must be used for those nodes. Therefore, the focal points of our work are to incorporate in the reputation and trust system with nodes' residual energy, link availability between nodes, and recovery mechanism to achieve a more secure, reliable, and energy-efficient dataaggregation operation.
Improved Reliable Trust-Based and Energy-Efficient Secure Data-Aggregation
Our proposed iRTEDA protocol is developing from RDAT and improving the problem that occurs in protocol RDAT. The basic idea of iRTEDA protocol is to combine reputation and trust system, nodes' energy consumption, robustness of selecting routing path, and a recovery mechanism to decrease energy consumption and keep data-aggregation more reliable, when sensor nodes are compromised. Let us introduce iRTEDA protocol in detail as follows.
Reputation and Trust Computation.
In the proposed iRTEDA protocol, the reputation and trust system defines the tasks of the nodes as sensing, aggregating and routing, and evaluating the trustworthiness of each task based on first-hand and second-hand information. It is assumed that there is a cluster that is composed of a group of sensor nodes, ( = 1, 2, . . . , ). Node is assigned to evaluate the reputation and trust for the tasks of its neighboring node in the cluster. It monitors the actions of node , decides whether the actions are good or bad, and records the judgments in an observation table. The information recorded  in the table by node is the first-hand information for node . First-hand information, as the name suggests, is the information in the reputation table about neighboring node that is observed and recorded by node . At the same time, the other nodes in the cluster also have recorded their judgments of node 's tasks in their own observation tables.
Then, the information regarding node in the observation tables is exchanged between nodes. Node receives the observation tables from other nodes in the cluster and obtains neighboring nodes' observations of node . The information about node in the other nodes' observation tables is second-hand information for node . The observation tables are exchanged in two ways, that is, on demand and broadcasting. The on demand procedure takes place when node requests that neighboring nodes exchange observation tables with it and uses the observations to evaluate the reputation of . Broadcasting refers to the case in which the nodes broadcast their observation tables for a certain time period. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper, we used broadcasting to exchange the reputation tables. Calculating trust for the actions of one node based on first-hand and second-hand information is introduced in the following. The task of sensing is taken as an example for the explanation of the reputation and trust evaluation. When the node is detecting and monitoring the sensing task of node , the numbers of behaviors and misbehaviors of node , as judged by node , are recorded as new 
sensing ,
The parameters new , and new , are the new numbers of correct and false actions of node calculated by first-hand and second-hand information. The process of integrating first-hand and second-hand information into an overall reputation was proposed in [16, 19, 20] , and it is shown below: new ,
where parameters now , and now , are the last observations about correct and bad actions of in the observation table, respectively, and , and , represent the number of recent observations of correct and bad sensing actions, respectively. Old feedback cannot always work effectively for the new reputation and trust rating during the operation, so the old observations are less important than most recent observations, and they will be eliminated gradually. Therefore, the elimination parameter < 1 is introduced to achieve the characteristic of last observations described above. In addition, second-hand information is exchanged between node and ( = 1, 2, . . . , ), and the observed numbers of correct and bad behaviors are expressed as ( , ) and ( , ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ), respectively. Second-hand information for correct and bad actions is defined in [20] and is shown below: .
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 5 Then, we can compute node 's trust sensing , about the sensing task using formula (6) . According to the value of node 's trust, node can use formula (4) to make the judgment about whether node is compromised. Node will transmit the judgment to the aggregator in the cluster. The aggregator receives the judgment about Node from other nodes in the cluster and decides whether node is compromised. If node is a compromised node, the aggregator will exclude node from the network and use the measures to eliminate compromised node 's negative effects.
Residual Energy and Link
Availability. The rating system above is based on reputation and trust, and it only pays attention to the reputation of sensing, routing, and aggregating actions; it cannot guarantee that the energy consumed by the sensor nodes is reasonable. Nodes with high reputations, which are selected for routing paths, will be utilized repeatedly, and they will take much more energy than those with low reputations. Obviously, selecting nodes for routing paths based only on their reputation and trust system ignores the nodes' energy usage. That will result in the repeated selection of nodes with high reputation, and these nodes will be overused for forwarding the data, disrupting the equilibrium of nodes' energy consumption. The nodes in the paths use up their energy rapidly, and others consume less energy, and this leads to significant differences between the energy consumptions of the nodes and decreases the lifetime of the network. Therefore, the residual energy and link availability between nodes must be taken into consideration and combined with the reputation and trust system to keep the network secure, reliable, and energy-efficient.
Sensor nodes in the routing path, in addition to their sensing task, must relay data towards the aggregators and base station. Sensor nodes and aggregators record their residual energy and exchange this information with neighboring nodes. Then, the nodes can use the energy information to determine the link availability between them. Thus, the aggregators also can obtain the status of the energy levels of the nodes in their cluster and identify the best nodes for forwarding data to the base station. Energy tables and reputation tables are exchanged simultaneously, and, when they are received, there are two advantages in the data-aggregation operation; that is, (1) in each cluster, nodes can select the best aggregator of the cluster in a certain time period according to reputation and energy information. The selection requires the consensus of all the nodes' points and is determined based on the equilibrium of reputation and energy, and (2) after the aggregation is completed in each cluster, then results of the aggregation are transmitted to the base station along the routing path. Combining reputation and energy information could confirm link availability between nodes and identify a better path from each aggregator to the base station. It is also useful to select the best path from the sensor nodes to their clusters' aggregators.
The parameter is defined below to represent a node's combined information of reputation and energy. It takes both reputation and energy into consideration and is used to judge whether a node's trust and energy are sufficient for it to be an eligible aggregator or a routing node. Calculating the parameter helps the system identify the best aggregator and routing nodes in each cluster:
where is the parameter that combines reputation and energy for each node.
Then, we define the link availability between node and in the following:
where represents the reputation of node evaluated by node , is the residual energy of node , relay-node is the minimum value of the residual energy of node to transmit the data, and link is the minimum acceptable value for trust of link, which is node 's reputation as evaluated by node . Assume that there are two-hop nodes with link availability in the routing path between and , each with the middle nodes (1 < < ), and denote ( , ) as the link availability of nodes between and . The whole link availability between and is denoted as Link( , ):
In addition, each node assigns a weight to all its linked neighbors that are closer to the sink than it is. We denote ( ) as the set of node 's neighbors' link availability. And recall Link( , ) is the link availability between node and . We assign link availability to each node in set ( ) as
where is the link availability that chooses as the forwarder. When = 0, all nodes in ( ) are given equal priority regardless of link resilience. When is positive, the more resilient links are given higher priority. When approaches infinity, only the more resilient links are chosen for routing. An intermediate value can be used to achieve a good balance between security and lifetime. Therefore, to choose a neighbor on the secure and reliable path to the base station, we use ( ) as the set of link availability of node to decide whether the nodes are linked reliably to be on the routing path. If there is a need for balance between security and lifetime, a weight can be set to each of its link neighbors in the set ( ). In order to simplify the analysis of our protocol in the following, we will set the parameter = 0 and the weight = 1. The network uses residual energy and link availability to reselect the aggregators and routing paths every time period. It is possible that some links between nodes will fail during the time period. So this operation is done each time period, and the new information of new aggregators and new upstream nodes in the cluster is shared and recorded. 
Recovery Mechanism.
After the computation of reputation and trust, the aggregators could determine and judge whether neighboring nodes are compromised or not. Once the nodes are judged as compromised nodes, those nodes will be excluded from the network. Their father nodes no longer receive data from the compromised nodes, and their children nodes do not forward data to them. After compromised nodes are marked and excluded, the structure of the network will be adjusted to guarantee that compromised nodes' children nodes find the right father nodes to keep these children nodes from becoming isolated nodes. Thus, a recovery mechanism is required to keep compromised nodes' children nodes from becoming isolated. The structure of a cluster in a WSN is shown in Figure 1 . The entire network consists of the base station, aggregators, and the sensor nodes. Each aggregator, namely, the cluster head, manages all the sensor nodes in the cluster. In the following, the recovery mechanism is shown for different situations.
(1) Leaf Node Is Compromised. When the aggregator makes an evaluation that a leaf node is a compromised node, the aggregator will send messages to the sensor nodes in the cluster instructing them to ignore the compromised node's messages and to exclude it from the cluster. After that, the aggregator also will send warning messages to the aggregators in the neighboring clusters. In Figure 2 , aggregator AG 1 makes a judgment that leaf node SN 7 has been compromised and excluded from the cluster. Then, aggregator AG 1 sends warning messages to the other aggregators AG 2 and AG 3 . After those aggregators receive the warning messages, they will take precautions against compromised node SN 7 and ignore its messages.
(2) Intermediate Node Is Compromised. When an intermediate node is judged to be a compromised node, the aggregator excludes the compromised node from this cluster and sends warning messages to this node's children nodes. Its children nodes will become isolated and tend to find candidate father nodes. If a child node cannot find its candidate father node, it will check its ID list and look for uncle nodes that were stored in the invitation message received from the cluster heads when the cluster structure was built. The node will send a request message to its uncle nodes asking to join their clusters and wait for their responses. When children nodes are authenticated legally by uncle nodes, a response will be transmitted to the children nodes admitting them to the cluster. This operation makes children nodes reselect a father node, reduces the hops to the base station, and reduces the energy required for communication during the transmission of data. The operation is shown in Figure 3 . Aggregator AG 2 makes a judgment that intermediate node SN 4 has been compromised. Then node SN 4 's children nodes SN 9 and SN 10 send request messages to their uncle nodes SN 3 and SN 5 . When the legality of SN 9 and SN 10 has been guaranteed by SN 3 and SN 5 , they will join the cluster managed by SN 3 and SN 5 .
(3) Aggregator Is Compromised. When the network determines that the aggregator is compromised, the aggregator will be reselected by nodes in the cluster. Reselecting the aggregator must involve evaluating the nodes' reputations and residual energies simultaneously and balancing the two aspects. Figure 4 shows that aggregator AG 1 is judged as a compromised node and excluded from the cluster. Neighboring clusters will be informed of the decision about compromised aggregator AG 1 . Then, all the nodes in this cluster will exchange reputation and residual energy tables and combine reputation and residual energy to decide which node is most appropriate to be the aggregator in next time period. In Figure 4 , sensor node SN 3 is selected as the new aggregator, and it collects the messages from other sensor nodes in the cluster and executes the data-aggregation operation.
(4) Node in the Routing Path Is Compromised. When node CN in the routing path is compromised, the subsequent operation is shown in Figure 5 . The solid line is the original routing path, and the broken lines are the lines that may possibly be reselected to join the routing paths. In order to prevent forwarding and misdirecting attacks launched by a compromised node, the recovery mechanism makes a reliable multipath for data transmission after the compromised nodes are identified. It ensures that the nodes reselect reliable nodes, from the perspectives of trust and energy path, to transmit and route the data to the base station. The reselection of the routing path is based on trust, residual energy, and link availability, which keeps the quantity of reselected paths and excludes compromised nodes from the routing paths. To perform the recovery mechanism, each data aggregator must determine the possible paths to the base station and decide which path will be reselected to transmit the aggregated data.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed iRTEDA protocol, we compared it with the RDAT protocol for different aspects, including average reputation values, data accuracy, routing path reliability, energy consumption, and lifetime. Both protocols were developed by using the Tiny OS 2.0 simulator (TOSSIM) and its variant, PowerTOSSIM. Energy is a crucial constraint in wireless sensor networks. It is an important issue in performance evaluation. So we use TinyOS simulator PowerTOSSIM, a power modeling extension to TOSSIM. PowerTOSSIM accurately models power consumed by TinyOS applications. One hundred sensor nodes were deployed in the network that had an area of 300 m × 300 m. The sensor nodes were distributed in different areas and organized based on the structure of the cluster. The base station was located in the central area, and each cluster had an aggregating node for the cluster header. A fixed number of nodes were assumed to be compromised. They transmitted false data to the aggregators, which aggregated the false data into the transmitted data and selectively forwarded it to base station. In addition, link failure and packet loss were set as fixed values to better represent practical situations in a WSN.
Comparison of Reputation Value.
In the section, we used average reputation values to assess reputation and trust system based on the statistics associated with the running time period of the network. There were 30% of compromised nodes in the network to provide sensing misbehaviors. So nodes should monitor and detect the misbehaviors of their neighboring nodes and compute those nodes' average reputation values. Figure 6 shows the average reputation values sensing , of the compromised and the legitimate nodes' sensing actions. We used those values to evaluate the nodes' trustworthiness. From Figure 6 , it was concluded that the variation tendency of average reputation value for legitimate and compromised nodes in both protocols was almost the same because average reputation values sensing ,
were assessed by combining first-hand and second-hand information in both protocols. The compromised nodes cannot hide their sensing misbehaviors to get higher average reputation values. So, the compromised nodes' average reputation value was reduced in stages until the ultimate value was reached. However, as Figure 6 shows, the average reputation values of the legitimate nodes in iRTEDA protocol always were lower than those of the RDAT protocol. This occurred because iRTEDA protocol evaluated the nodes' average reputation values based on the nodes' behaviors and misbehaviors as well as taking residual energy and link availability into consideration. The evaluation standard will result in decreasing the security and average reputation values of nodes in the routing path, but it leads to better energy efficiency, stability, and reliability.
Comparison of Data-Aggregation.
The accuracy of dataaggregation always has been regarded as a crucial criterion for aggregation performance in the network. It is denoted in this section the ratio of the sum of the data from legal nodes collected by the base station to the sum of all of the data collected by the base station.
When compromised nodes are normal nodes, the data collected by those nodes are illegal, and they are not included in the sum of the data collected from legal nodes by the base station. In the cluster, the data sensed by normal nodes are transmitted to the aggregators, and they are aggregated. When the aggregators are compromised, the results they producte become unbelievable. Figure 7 shows the increasing trend of aggregating accuracy for the RDAT protocol and our proposed protocol. Initially, the aggregating accuracies of both protocols increase at slow rates because the systems were just beginning to work, and the compromised nodes' misbehaviors were not detected yet, meaning they were not excluded from the network. When the reputation and trust system is running, the aggregating accuracy increases sharply when the running time is in the range of 500 to 1500 s. The aggregating accuracy of the iRTEDA protocol increased to almost 83%, whereas the RDAT protocol increased to about 80%. This is because the reputation system began to work and excluded the compromised nodes from the network. The aggregating results received by the base station belonged to the legal nodes to a greater extent as time passed. When the running time of about 1500 s was reached, the rate of growth of the aggregating accuracy slowed significantly. However, the final aggregating accuracy for the iRTEDA protocol was greater than that of the RDAT protocol. This occurred because the RDAT protocol does not pay enough attention to the energy and link availability issues, and this results in a greater death rate of nodes, meaning that the base station received less data from legal nodes. In addition, the recovery mechanism ensures that isolated legal nodes can rejoin the network and find a high-reputation parent node. This mechanism will increase the number of legal nodes that finally are received by the base station in the iRTEDA protocol.
Comparison of Routing Path
Reliability. The routingpath reliability metric is defined as the ratio of the sums International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 9 of the amounts of sensing data and the aggregating results received by the aggregators and the base station to the total amount of transmitted data. The aggregators eliminate a lot of redundant data. Thus, the reliability of the routing-path should be compared in two ways, that is, normal nodes to aggregators and aggregators to the base station. The issues that may influence the performance of routing-path reliability are including link availability and residual energy. As seen in Figure 8 , with the network running, the percentage of failed links increased. The number of failed links in the RDAT protocol increased much more quickly than that it in the iRTEDA protocol. The reason for this was that the RDAT protocol does not consider residual energy, and it does not have a recovery mechanism to keep the network running efficiently. The RDAT protocol only considers reputation, which leads to excessive use of nodes that have been assessed as having higher reputation. Such nodes consume more energy, and their death rate helps to balance the energy consumption of the nodes. Nodes with higher reputation will consume energy more quickly than others with low reputation, so they die much faster, which leads to higher failed links during data transmission. Figure 8 shows that the failed links in the RDAT protocol were similar to those in the iRTEDA protocol from the beginning to about 600 s. Because there is enough energy for nodes and aggregators in the beginning, few nodes are dead for using up the energy. During the time period, the fail links are occurring for the reason that some nodes have been compromised and excluded from the network. After the network has been running for 600 s, the number of failed links in the RDAT protocol is increasing much more rapidly that were in the iRTEDA protocol. Thus, in the RDAT protocol, the transmission of data among nodes, aggregators, and the base station became more and more unreliable with time. At the same time, the reliabilities of both protocols were significantly different when the network was running. Figure 9 shows that, when the failed links reached 30%, the reliability of RDAT and iRTEDA decreased to about 79.2% and 89.5%, respectively. The larger number of failed links is responsible for the lower reliability. With high unreliability of data transmission, there will be large amount of data loss, and data accuracy will decrease quickly. Thus, the iRTEDA protocol is more reliable for maintaining data transmission and improving the performance of data-aggregation, when the reputation system improves the security of the network.
Comparison of Energy
Consumption. The concept of lifetime describes the death rate for the nodes in the network, which is defined as the number of dead nodes overtime. Energy consumption shows us the percentage of energy consumption of all the nodes in the network. Combining lifetime and energy consumption, we can obtain the detailed performance for the total energy consumption and energy balancing of nodes. Figure 10 shows that the death rates of nodes in the two protocols were significantly different. The death rate of nodes in RDAT was much faster than it was in our protocol. There is a large number of dead nodes in the beginning. The reason is that, in RDAT, there are excessive uses for those nodes with higher reputation in routing and transmission, which results in quick death for those nodes. With the network running for more than 2000 seconds, the nodes with lower reputation, isolated nodes, and the death rate are decreased to very low rates. The selection of the nodes in routing and transmission in our protocol was based on reputation, but it also emphasized energy consumption and link availability. Thus, unlike the RDAT protocol, it will not lead to excessive use of the same nodes, and it provides better energy balancing. All of the energy that is consumed will be distributed over large number of nodes in iRTEDA protocol, instead of that all of the energy consumption will focused on few nodes with high reputations and those nodes consume energy more rapidly. Figure 10 shows that the death rate of nodes in our protocol was much lower than that in the RDAT protocol in the beginning, and the rate increased rapidly at a running time of 2500 s. Because more energy is consumed for each node after that time period, the death of nodes will increase as long as the network keeps running. When the network had operated for 4000 s, only six nodes were left in the RDAT protocol, whereas 20 nodes were left in our protocol. Figure 11 compares the entire energy consumptions of the two protocols. Before about 2500 s, the rate of increase in energy consumption was much lower in iRTEDA than in RDAT, with iRTEDA reaching about 43.6% and RDAT reaching about 90.1%. The difference in the energy consumption of the two protocols was caused by the proposed recovery mechanism, because the nodes with low reputation are judged as compromised nodes and excluded from the network. Those compromised nodes' children nodes will become isolated. Those isolated nodes transmit data directly to the base station and consume much more energy than before. Thus, the recovery mechanism will help the dispersing or isolated nodes in the network finish the reselection of father nodes and re-access to the clusters. This will lead to decreases in the average hops from those nodes to the base station which will save communication overhead and reduce the total energy consumption. At a running time of 4000 seconds, the percentage of energy consumption was about 93.4% for the RDAT protocol and about 83.8% for the iRTEDA protocol. Figure 11 shows that the total energy consumption was much lower for the iRTEDA protocol than for the RDAT protocol.
Conclusion
An improved data aggregation method for WSNs is presented in this paper. The method is reliable, trust-based, energy-efficient, and secure. The iRTEDA protocol combines residual energy and links availability to improve trustbased data-aggregation. Introducing residual energy and link availability facilitates the reputation system's ability to keep aggregators and nodes in the routing path from being used excessively and guarantees that the routing path selected by the reputation system will be much more reliable. In addition, the recovery mechanism prevents compromised nodes' children nodes from being isolated and helps those nodes to reselect new parent nodes. Simulation results showed that the proposed protocol outperformed the RDAT protocol with respect to its improved performance of data accuracy, routing path reliability, and the lifetime of data-aggregation, while reducing energy consumption. Thus, the proposed iRTEDA protocol achieved its goal of keeping secure data-aggregation in WSNs more reliable and energy-efficient.
